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Some background
The language Daakie:
 an Austronesian (Oceanic) language
 spoken by about 1000 persons
 on the south coast of the island of Ambrym in Vanuatu
 also known as Port Vato

Research based on 
 Field work starting 2008
 funded by VolkswagenStiftung, 

Dokumentation bedrohter Sprachen (DobeS), 2009 – 2013
 further funded by DFG,

Tense, Modality, Aspect, Polarity in Melanesian languages (MelaTAMP)
 collaboration with Kilu von Prince (HU Berlin / U Saarbrücken)

Focus of work on 
 audiovisual corpora (> 15h), general grammatical description
 materials for local use (orthography, dictionary, collection of stories, books)
 special focus on syntax, semantics, pragmatics



Ambrym, Vanuatu

Daakie



Languages of Ambrym
About 9000 inhabitants, 5 major languages, 3 small / endangered languages
adapted from Michael Franjieh, 2017



Classification
Classification after Glottolog

Areal distribution NC Vanuatu,  Tryon 1976 
10,000 km2, 100 lg --  highest density in the world? 





Phonemes of Daakie
Krifka, Manfred. 2012. Notes on Daakie (Ambrym, Vanuatu): Sounds and modality. Proceedings of AFLA 
18 (Austronesian Formal Linguistics Association). Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University, 46-65.



Development from NC-Vanuatu: Consonants
 Clark, Ross. 2009. *Leo Tuai. A comparative lexical study of North and 

Central Vanuatu languages. Canberra: Pacific Linguistics.

early loss

unclear, 
Paton 1971: p or w?
candidates:
*vora – pah- ‘to spear’
*vi,visi ‘wrap, bind’ -- pih ‘fasten’
*vaga – pyang ‘fire’
*vwa – pa ‘bear fruit’
*bava – pepa ‘carry child’

in non-initial position,
recent sound change
* tasi – teh ‘sea’
* le osi – lεsε, lεhε ʔ ‘look’



Development from NC Vanuatu: Vowels
 Austronesian, Oceanic, NC Vanuatu: 

standard five vowel system /i e a o u/
 Northern Vanuatu languages: larger systems

Alexandre, François. 2005. Unraveling the History of the Vowels of 
Seventeen Northern Vanuatu Languages. Oceanic Linguistics 44: 443-504.

 Ambrym languages: Diverse systems
● Daakaka (von Prince 2012): 

short / long vowels, 
no rounded front vowels, [y] in three words only 

● West Ambrym (Franjieh 2012): smaller system, 
no length contrast

● Paton [1956] 1971 p.3 on /ø/: "The sound is rare in Lonwolwol 
but common in Port Vato and adjacent districts".  
Paton also mentions ü /y/ without further comment. 



Daakie Consonants: Voiced Stops

/p/ and /pw/ well established, even though not reconstructed for NC Vanuatu



Daakie consonants: Labiovelars

-- can be reconstructed for North-Central Vanuatu and before
-- labiovelars only preceding high front vowels /i/ or /e/
-- few cases of /pw/



Daakie consonants: Voiced stops / nasals



Consonants: Fricatives, tap, laterals

Frequent change /s/ → /h/ 
in medial and final position:
-- Daakaka lese, 
   Daakie lese or lehe ‘see’
-- Daakaka tes 
    Daakie teh ‘sea’
-- very few minimal pairs 
    /s/ vs. /h/
-- Empty onsets often realized
   with [h], cf. em [hem] ‘house’



Daakie va- corresponds to Daakaka vja-, 
influence on realization of following vowel: væ-, 
va- only in loan words: Vanuatu, Vatu (currency), Port Vato

Daakaka pja- corresponds Daakie pja-, cf. pjaŋ ‘fire’

Consonants: labial fricatives



Daakie Vowels

 Rather complex system
 4 height distinctions

contrast /e/ vs. /ε/ not well established
 Length distinction: short vowels, long vowels
 Vowel /æ/ originating from /ja/ after labials

● cf. Daakaka vjan Daakie væn ‘go’
● blocked before velars, cf. pjaŋ ‘fire’

 Back short vowels: fronted allophones: /u, o, / → [y, ø, œ]ɔ



Daakie Vowels: Length

Notice vowel quality change with / , o, u/ɔ



Daakie Vowels: Height



Daakie Vowels



Vowel fronting: Triggering contexts



 Vowel fronting stopped by non-alveolar coda

 Effect of following syllable:
● [tuluh] ‘slippery’, non-fronting effect of -h spreads to beginning of word, 

possibly assimilation from [teluh] 
 Special cases:

● [lœ′nøt] ‘in the bush’ from [lœn t] ‘in terrestrial place’, analyzed as wordɔ
● [du′ut] ‘nature, bush’, possibly from [dy t] ‘stay in terrestrial place’ɔ
● [t ′ot], ‘man of bush’, possibly from [te t], ‘man of terrestrial place’ɔ ɔ
● [so′a:] ‘emerge’, not [sø′a:]

 Vowel of modal marker (assimilation) is not fronted
[to lø] ‘he/she vomited (distal)’, [nu ly] ‘he/she (not) dives (dep. negation)’

Vowel fronting: Restrictions



Why vowel fronting?
 Effect of alveolar (coronal) consonants on vowels is well known:

● Flemming, Edward. 2003. The relationship between coronal place and vowel backness. 
Phonology 20: 335-373.

● Example: Cantonese: /u, o/ do not occur in between coronals, only /y, ø/ 

 Effect of alveolar consonants on tongue dorsum, 
resulting in fronting as a result of coarticulation

 Experimental evidence
● Harrington, Jonathan et al. 2011. The physiological, acoustic, and perceptual basis of high 

back vowel fronting: Evidence from German tense and lax vowels. Journal of Phonetics 39: 
121-131

● Harrington, Jonathan. 2012. The coarticulatory basis of diachronic high back vowel fronting. 
In: Solé, M.-J. & D. Recasens, (eds), The initiation of sound change. Perception, production 
and social factors. 103-122.



Why vowel fronting?
 Ongoing sound changes in British and Australian English:

Younger speakers: tongue dorsum at /u, / closer to /i, / ʊ ɪ

 In Daakie: 
● Triggered by preceding coronal consonant
● Applies to / / and /o/ similar as to /u/ɔ



Why vowel fronting?
Another effect of vowel fronting in Daakie:
 Length distinction: Short / Long
 No perceptible effect of vowel fronting on long vowels

● Only evidence of long /y:/:  Realization of /mju:len/ ‘life’ as /my:len/
 Fronting of /u o / to /y ø œ/ for short vowels only ɔ

creates an additional spectral difference for long / short distinction
in the frequent contexts where vowel fronting happens
● Note: There are six alveolar consonants, plus /u/, that trigger fronting.

 This might be a reason why fronting affects /u o / uniformly, ɔ
and not just /u/, or /u o/

And yet another effect (“fashion” – social reasons):
 Speak different from your neighbours! 
 Cf. sound change /s/ → /h/: 

general preference for /h/ forms as citation forms in the lexicon
 No sound change without language contact? 

We should also reckon with “let’s be different!” as a change



Vowel fronting as preference
A Preference-theoretic approach?
 Preference theory

● Vennemann, Theo (1993). Language change as language improvement. In 
Historical Linguistics: Problems and Perspectives, Ch. Jones (ed.), 319-344. 
London: Longman.

● Sound change as (local) improvement
 Preference motivation of back vowel fronting in Daakie

● Coarticulatory simplification of production of back vowels
by assimilation of tongue dorsum position to preceding vowel

● Blocked by following velar consonants, which have retracting effect on dorsum
● Especially for short vowels – simplification of short tongue movement, 

long vowels allow tongue more time to reach target position
● Leading to a spectral difference of long and short vowels

after the very frequent alveolar consonants and after /u/
 Disadvantage:

● Realization of typologically rare sounds /y ø œ/, 
rare also in the languages of North Central Vanuatu.



Vowel fronting in Daakie
Research question:
 Differences in the age of speakers? 

But probably not a very recent sound change, different from /s/ → /h/
 Differences in the region?

Contact area Daakaka – Daakie, e.g. village of Saanesup
 Differences in linguistic contexts?

Same effect of all triggering alveolar consonants, /p/ and /u/?
Same effect on all vowels /u, o, /?ɔ
Same effect in rapid / slow speech?

 Research alert: 
High quality recording (ca. 90 min) of read speech by one speaker!



In case you are interested: 
Syllable structures
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